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	The Manager's Guide to Competitive Intelligence, 9781567205718 (1567205712), Praeger Publishers, 2003
In The Managers Guide to Competitive Intelligence, McGonagle and Vella offer comprehensive guidelines for CI managers to achieve their goals. They cover the responsibilities and duties, and give strategic direction for managers trying to find their way in this important, but often overlooked, discipline....Get this book and read every page-highlighting, earmarking, or annotating every part that is needed in your organization, but not possible with a single-person staff. Then pass it on to your boss, the one who controls your budget and keeps asking how you are doing. Add a note: "You need CI information-fast, cheap, or accurate-choose any two." If you can get the boss to read this book and understand what you must do, your job will be much easier.     

       Competitive intelligence (CI) is now becoming a mature profession. With that maturation comes the need to develop and understand the how's and why's of managing CI, as distinguished from understanding how CI works. There is very little material available that provides practical, hands-on assistance for the CI professional who is providing CI to one client--his or her employer--and who constitutes the largest single group of CI practitioners in existence. This book meets that need by serving as a desk reference for CI managers to help them understand their own circumstances and determine what works best for them. In addition to providing hints on diagnosing individual situations, many forms and checklists that the manager can use immediately are included.     

       About the Author
   JOHN J. McGONAGLE is Managing Partner of the Helicon Group. Formerly a regular columnist for Competitive Intelligence Magazine, he is the author of numerous articles in the areas of competitive intelligence, law, economics, and business, and he has co-written several books on competitive intelligence. He is the recipient of the 1998 Fellows Award from the Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals.  CAROLYN M. VELLA is the founder of the Helicon Group. The author of numerous articles on competitive intelligence, she is the recipient of the Meritorious Award from the Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals.
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The Official Dice Technology Job Search GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Intended to complement content on the Dice Web site, this unique career guide is essential reading if you are seeking a better job, changing jobs, or looking for your first job. It provides you with real-world sample resumes, interview dialogue, and helpful career resources, as well as invaluable advice on how you can set yourself about the...


		

Botulinum Toxin in Aesthetic MedicineSpringer, 2009

	Written by two renowned experts, this book surveys the use of botulinum toxin A in aesthetic medicine, including patient selection and evaluation, as well as rules and requirements. The book provides hands-on information for common indications, such as forehead and glabella, lateral brow lift, crow’s feet and lower eyelid, bunny lines...


		

Malaria: Genetic and Evolutionary Aspects (Emerging Infectious Diseases of the 21st Century)Springer, 2005

	This book is an edited collection of papers by leading experts on the population genetics and evolutionary biology of malaria, a disease which results in three million deaths each year in the world. "Malaria Hypothesis" refers to the hypothesis, which was proposed by J.B.S. Haldane at the 8th International Congress of Genetics in...





	

Mobile Security: How to Secure, Privatize, and Recover Your DevicesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mobile phones and tablets enhance our lives, but they also make you and your family vulnerable to cyber-attacks or theft. This clever guide will help you secure your devices and know what to do if the worst happens.


	Overview

	
		Learn how mobile devices are monitored and the impact of cloud computing

...

		

Practical PostgreSQL (O'Reilly Unix)O'Reilly, 2002
PostgreSQL is one of the most successful open source databases available. It  is arguably also the most advanced, with a wide range of features that challenge  even many closed-source databases.

This book is intended to be a practical guide to PostgreSQL v7.1.x, though  most of the book should also apply to earlier and future releases of...


		

Linear and Non-Linear Video and TV Applications: Using IPv6 and IPv6 MulticastJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Provides options for implementing IPv6 and IPv6 multicast in service provider networks


	New technologies, viewing paradigms, and content distribution approaches are taking the TV/video services industry by storm. Linear and Nonlinear Video and TV Applications: Using IPv6 and IPv6 Multicast identifies five emerging...
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